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FROM CHAOS
TO PEACE OF MIND
Innovative businesses in every industry are successfully
using automation, intelligence and multichannel
communications to improve collaboration, advance

>

customer satisfaction and drive sales. At the same time,
these businesses are experiencing an unprecedented
amount of chaos in the form of unsecured networks,
identity fraud, communications overload and digital
distractions that reduce productivity and leave them
less secure. Many people would say chaos is a part of
their daily lives. Not the type of chaos that motivates or
invigorates through innovation, but rather chaos that
causes confusion, frustration and a lack of focus.
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In the PricewaterhouseCoopers 21st CEO Survey: The Anxious Optimist in
the Corner Offce, CEOs around the world were asked, “What keeps you
up at night?” Not surprisingly, cyber security was near the top of the list.
No longer just an IT problem, cybercrime has intensifed to such a degree
that it has become an important issue for CEOs and board of directors.
Entire C-Suites are learning that their companies need to be vigilant
about protecting business-critical information; understanding the perils of
network hacks and the importance of aligning network security investments
with an overall business plan. Most companies do not have “stringent
security plans”—that is the problem—and companywide compliance is
rarely a reality. Due to the escalation of recent cyber threats, the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security and select CEOs captured questions
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that should be asked of IT teams:
1.

What is the current level and business impact of cyber
risks to our company? What is our plan to address
identifed risks?

2.

How is our executive leadership informed about the
current level and business impact of cyber risks to our
company?

3.

How does our cybersecurity program apply industry
standards and best practices?

4.

How many and what types of cyber incidents do we
detect in a normal week? What is the threshold for
notifying our executive leadership?

5.

How comprehensive is our cyber incident response plan?
How often is the plan tested?
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These are critical questions to consider when developing a security
plan for enterprises, which are very diffcult to protect. This is due to
varied clientele, the amount of product and services offered across
several geographical locations and a multitude of business data. Oracle’s
“Enterprise Networks in Transition: Quieting the Chaos” survey found that
66% of the respondents identifed security as a key network challenge
and at least 83% acknowledged network and telecom fraud as a serious
concern. It is no wonder then that the increase in cybercrime has elevated
information security (a subset of cybersecurity) spending to more than
$86.4 billion in 2017, according to Gartner.

Cyber
Risk

Beyond cybercrime, other forms of chaos keeping up CEOs at night
include:
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CHANGING CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
“Ultimately, a strong cyber-risk
management strategy should take account
of the wider cyber risk landscape.
That means continued understanding
that the bad guys are bigger, badder
and better organized than ever, and
recognition of the impact this can have
on organizations… if organizations
can bring together a forward-thinking
cybersecurity strategy combined with
external expert resources, this can help
enable proactive risk mitigation and
support of the organizational strategy.”
– EY, How do you lock all of the
doors technology opens?, 2017

The digital revolution changed the way businesses operate and how
consumers make purchases. Consumers expect seamless digital
exchanges tailored to their interests and to be able to instantly and
securely transact and have any issues and problems resolved immediately.
They also want to engage with businesses with mobile apps and through
social sites. However, when communications are compromised through
fraud and data breaches, businesses lose not only revenue and market
share, but also credibility and trust. Securely and effectively engaging
with customers is crucial to success in the 21st century.

66

%

Identify
SECURITY
as a Key
Network
Challenge
Source: PwC 21st CEO Survey

83

%

Identify
NETWORK
AND TELECOM
FRAUD
as Serious
Concern

86.4B

$

INFORMATION
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SPEED OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
Businesses must constantly reinvent themselves to meet customer
expectations and are often required to change course quickly.
A byproduct of the desire for the latest application, technology
and channel is adding to the chaos of our lives. Those businesses
that are nimble and can adapt quickly will be the ones with a
competitive advantage. Innovation offers exciting opportunities,
but the pace and scale of security threats continues to grow from
bad actors intent on causing disruption by nefarious activity.

Cyber
Risk

Changing
Consumer
Behavior

>
Speed of
Technological
Change

Availability
of Key Skills

AVAILABILITY OF KEY SKILLS
Developing an adaptive, diverse and technology-savvy workforce
is necessary for delivering solid and sustainable business results.
Businesses need to have the correct people in place and give
them the right tools to promote its products and services. As
the workplace evolves, the ideal employee has to be competent
in several areas, including business/science and human/
soft skills. But during uncertain times, the ideal employee also
has a keen technological understanding of network IT threats
and the ability to foresee and prevent security liabilities.

113% $1.9B
INCREASE IN
GLOBAL FRAUD
CALL RATE

PBX
HACKING

43%

FRAUD ORIGINATING
FROM MOBILE DEVICES
Source: Pindrop 2017 Call Center Fraud Report
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CHAOS IS EVERYWHERE
Controlling chaos can be an overwhelming, if not impossible,
undertaking, especially since we are being bombarded by the growth
of communications and communication channels.
With the constant barrage of emails, texts, IM communications and
social media each of us receive by the minute, information overload is
increasingly concerning. Many workers also receive communications
throughout their day that are irrelevant to their function, leaving them
unsure where to put their focus. Additionally, if we add another platform,
such as an iOS device or Android device, it is not just channels of
communication, it’s also those channels of communication on different
devices. Information Overload costs the U.S. economy a minimum of
$900B/year in lowered employee productivity and reduced innovation.
This is a fairly conservative number and refects the loss of 25% of the
knowledge worker’s day to the problem.

>
Information Overload
costs the U.S. economy
a minimum of
$900B/year in lowered
employee productivity
and reduced innovation.

Metcalfe’s Law, a concept coined by Ethernet inventor Robert Metcalfe,
states the value of a network grows dramatically based on the size of
the network. The dark side of Metcalfe’s Law, however, is the value of
the network decreases when there are too many channels and too much
information is communicated. As security landscapes become more
congested with devices and connection points, it exposes the instability
of an infrastructure.
The impact of too much information impacts the ability to make decisions
and remain productive. How do we possibly control it? Can we? Is it
getting better or is it getting worse? Many would say it is getting worse.

– Jonathan Spira,
CEO and Chief Analyst at Basex

The bottom line is enterprises are facing more chaos and are
less productive because they are less secure and suffering from
communication point overload.
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Beyond prevention and
remediation, if security fails,
companies face unexpected costs
from not being able to run their
businesses efficiently to compete
in the digital economy. Knowing
which assets must be protected,
and what the consequences will
be for the business if protection
fails, requires an intelligent
security strategy that builds
resilience from the inside out and
an industry-specific strategy that
protects the entire value chain.
– Accenture,
2017 Cost of Cyber Crime Study
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TAMING CHAOS —
ORACLE S.A.F.E. ARCHITECTURE
Network security must be integrated in an organization’s overall
business strategy. This involves positioning security investments
as a key to business enablement, not only a deterrent to
cybercrime. The potential damage to the enterprise is too
severe for real-time communications to be left unmonitored and
unprotected. While the industry is addressing current security
issues, new and evolving security threats like Shellshock,
POODLE, Heartbleed and BEAST continue to emerge.
Traditional IP security products (frewalls, intrusion detection and
prevention systems) are not enough. Staying ahead of chaos requires
new tools designed to tame chaos by enabling secure networks,
advanced analytics, fexible deployments and extensible architecture.
Oracle’s S.A.F.E. Architecture is specifcally designed to
address the unique security challenges businesses encounter
by enabling secure and reliable delivery of real-time interactive
communications through the most comprehensive, bestin-class communications portfolio in the industry.
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1. Security: Oracle secures the most sessions in the world through
its vast expertise in security, identity, fraud and predictive
analytics.

2. Analytics: Oracle has been warehousing and analyzing data for
many years. The resources Oracle puts towards understanding
this data provide a natural progression into machine learning
models and Artifcial Intelligence (AI).

3. Flexibility: Oracle enables enterprises to deploy applications
based on what suits their needs at the time.

>

4. Extensibility: Oracle offers open platforms, cutting-edge

computing as well as network, server, and storage functionality.
Through its state-of-the art Programmable Interfaces, Enterprises
have the ability to extend their communications platforms for
greater interaction with other applications and enable better
security practices.

Protects networks
from cyber threats
& fraud

Safeguards the
privacy & integrity
of communication
sessions

Blocks DoS attacks
& enables valid
communications

Authenticates
& encrypts
communications
with the same
algorithms used by
the US government
(FIPS 140-2)
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STATS
SECURITY
STATISTIC

TEXT

SOURCE

$30B

Loss of revenue due to telecom fraud in 2017

$150M

Average cost of a data breach in 2020 as more
business infrastructure is connected

Communications Fraud Control Association

Alarming Cyber Security Facts and Stats

3,809,448

Number of records stolen from breaches every
day since 2013
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PRODUCTIVITY
STATISTIC

2.3M
$650B
$15,000+
15%

$900B

TEXT

SOURCE

Number of communications received by the
average employee in 1 month

Leading Change, John Kotter

Dollars per year lost on digital distraction

The Economic Effects of Digital Distractions

Amount ineffcient communication methods
are costing businesses per employee

Mitel, “Are you losing money with ineffcient
communications?” 2018

Percentage of work lost due to ineffective
communications

Mitel, “Are you losing money with ineffcient
communications?” 2018

Amount information overload costs the US
economy in lowered employee productivity and
reduced innovation yearly

Jonathan Spira, CEO and chief analyst at Basex
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NEXT STEPS
To learn more about how
Oracle can help you tame chaos
and deliver peace of mind,
visit oracle.com/goto/safearchitecture
Contact Us Now
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